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Current State

- 1700 bibliographic entries since 2013
  - 75 new per month
- **zotero** - group online since July 2013
- Germany, USA, UK, Denmark covered extensively, Scandinavia, Australia, New Zealand covered broadly.
  - Anglo-American spaces leading!
    - Current trends: technology integration, campus cooperation, learner centered (Curriculum-) design and evaluation methods
  - Germany falls behind
    - Only the ’spacial integration’ (’räumliche Integration’) of various institution types remains mostly a German phenomenon
- Many countries underrepresented, as only few of them are addressed in English publications.
Current State

- 1700 bibliographic entries since 2013
- Publication Types
- Languages
- Represented Regions
- Institution Types

Journal Publications 42%
Websites 15%
Reports 11%
Presentations and slides 10%
Books and monographies 10%
Blog entries 6%
Theses 3%
Conference-Proceedings 3%
Current State

- 1700 bibliographic entries since 2013
- Publication Types
- Languages
- Represented Regions
- Institution Types

Languages:
- English 55%
- German 40%
- Scandinavian 5%
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Taxonomy

1. Content Type
2. Physical Spaces
3. Virtual Spaces
4. Design Aspects
4.2.4.2 Mobile Devices
5. Organizational, practical and methodic aspects
6. Types of Learning
7. Types of Stakeholder
8. Language of Documents
9. Countries and Regions